
THEME:
CONDITIONAL SENTENCES



1ST CONDITION
� 1st- the future real condition- express real, fact or true. 
� The structures of these sentences are: 
� 1-if … present simple + future simple 
� 2- if… present simple + present simple
� The structure №1 is used, when we speak about actions 

but we are not sure about the consequence, we call it 
possible:

�  If it rains, we will take an umbrella (we do not know 
weather be the rain or not). 

� The structure №2 -when we speak about facts: If you do 
not practice your English, you are bad at it (it is a fact, 
result) 



2ND CONDITIONAL

� 2nd conditional is called Present Unreal uses in 
the situations refers to the present or future and 
exists a hypothetical possibility but the possibility 
is unlikely or unreal because the condition is 
unlikely or unreal. 

� The following structure of the sentences are:
� If … Past Simple + would/could/might structure 

sentences
� Example: If I had more time, I could read more 

books.



3RD CONDITION

� 3rd condition is called Past Unreal and it is used 
in the samples refers to the past and we can not 
change the situation because the time is gone and 
we must get on with it. 

� The following scheme is: 
� If... Past Perfect + would+ have done/ could/ 

might
� Example: If I have been younger, I would have 

gone hiking.
� If I have visited classes, I would have known a lot 

of new material. 



MIXED CONDITIONAL

� It is the type when one part of sentence refer to 
The Past and another one to the Present or the 
Future. 

� Following scheme:
� If…Past simple + would have done
� If he studied more, he would not have fallen the 

exams. 
� If… Past perfect… would do
� If he had studied more, he would not execute this 

work.
� If he had studied more, he would not execute this 

work.



� Exercises:
� If Peter (come) to me, we (go) to play in the yard.
� If Peter come to me, we will do to play in the yard.

� If Frank’s parents (have) their holidays in summer, they (go) to 
the seaside.

� If Frank’s parents have their holidays in summer, they will go 
to the seaside.

� If I (have) a lot of money, I (travel) around the world. 
� If I had a lot of money, I would travel around the world. 

� If I (come) home earlier, I (prepare) dinner. 
� If I came home earlier, I would prepare dinner. 



�Thank you for your 
attention!


